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1.0.0 Software Installation
The Mobile application is designed to run on Windows Operating System tablets and/or
laptops.
For a mobile application install please contact your Trainer or our Support
Department, as this process can only be completed by Service Software, LLC.

2.0.0 Logging in
Click enter

The Login ID should be displayed always from this time forward but you will need to enter
your password

Enter in your login ID and
Password as assigned by
the system administrator
on the .NET Application
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2.1.0 Mobile Dashboard
Click the ‘Synchronize’ Button on the Dashboard
Notice that the mobile
device will respect the
terminology of the main
.NET application. Jobs,
staff, lists, work orders, etc.

Synchronize Button

The main menu allows you a simple navigation tool to navigate between Jobs, Vendors,
Schedule, Tasks, Quality Process, browse for a List of Items and Synchronize the work to/from
Punchlist Manager NET and Mobile Manager.

2.2.0 Synchronize button

‘GetMyWork’ button

Click the GetMyWork button to start the sync process of building the
database on the mobile device with the Projects, Jobs, Lists, Items and Quality Process files
from the .NET application. Select the Close button when completed to return to the main
screen.
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3.0.0 Mobile Updates
During regular synchronization’s you will be notified of program updates. A message will
appear after synchronization that tells you that a newer version is available and do you want
to download it. Select ‘Yes’ to continue and follow the prompts.

Search for Service Software folder, double click MMUpdater.cmd and the upgrade will start
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4.0.0 Using Mobile
4.1.0 Find Item (Work Order)
With this simple find tool, you can location any work order in the system, its use is simple and
allows for a wild card search. To use, enter in a few of the starting numbers or characters of
the work order and click on the black down arrow to find any relevant matches:

Enter in part of the
starting information for
the work order such as
21225… or DY21…

Then select the Item
from the drop down &
select Go
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The following detail is displayed

4.2.0 Job Search
The Job Portion of the system is the most detailed function within the program and contains all
relevant information about the job including, vendors, lists of items, notes, Quality Process –
Walks, owner information, and general job information (job ID, lot, address, etc). To perform
a search, enter in the relevant text in appropriate field, then press “Find”

Screen Details
Project: Allows you to view all jobs for a particular community or project.
Address: Allows you to search for a particular address, if you have an address that starts
with 2, you can enter in 2, press find and the browser will return all jobs that start with “2”
Contact: Allows you to look up a job by contact first name, last name, phone number, email
address, etc.
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Job ID: Allows you to search by Job ID
Lot/Block (terminology is BLDG/APT): Allows you to search by lot/block
Additional Information: Allows you to search based on a custom field, using a bar code or
other data.

Multiple jobs were
found that have an
address that begins
with “1055”.
Double-Click on the Job
desired to see details

4.2.1 Job Detail
The job detail contains all relevant information about the job, including whether the jobs are
red flagged, contacts, lists, quality process – walks, notes, and vendors (by job and
community). The following is the main page of job detail.

Click on ‘Reg Flag’ to
hyper-link into the note
that was added in NET
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4.2.2 Job Contacts

Job Contacts, can be
accessed by selecting
the contacts tab.
Displayed information
includes Primary and
Secondary name, phone
and email addresses.

Throughout the system and screens you will find the OK button and the cancel button, the ok,
saves the data, the cancel button returns you to the main menu. Let’s look at the other tabs
before we review Lists and Walks, which will have entire sections devoted to their use and
function.

4.2.3 Job List
Job Lists, can be
accessed by selecting
the List tab. All Lists for
this Job will be
displayed.
Double-click a list to
open.
To create a new List
select Add
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4.2.4 Quality Process

Quality Process can be
accessed by selecting
the Quality Process tab.
All walks for this Job will
be displayed.
Double-click a line to
open.
To create a new walk
template select Add

4.2.5 Notes
The Notes tab simply displays all notes from the main jobs screen on the .NET application.
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4.2.6 Vendor

Vendor displays
vendors that
performed the work on
the job or the project.
To see contact
information for a
Vendor double-click
the line.

4.2.7 Additional Info

Additional Info
contains any custom
fields that are being
used
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4.2.8 Tasks

Tasks displays all
tasks for this Jobs.
Double-click a Task
to view details.
To create a new
Task select Add

In the Task Detail
notes can be
entered in the
Resolution and
the Task can be
Completed by
entering a
checkmark in the
Complete box.
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5.0 Lists and Items
5.0.1 Browse Lists
You can search by list number or browse for all lists of a certain list type by using the browse
lists icon from the main menu.

Tap on Browse List

Enter in the list
number you are
looking for or enter in
list type.
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The list type 90 Day was selected

This represents all
lists of type – 90
Day.
Double-click a line
to view the Items
included in a List

A check mark
indicates that the
item is closed.

Screen Details:
Printer: Printer in the far right corner
General Tab: Includes address information on the job.
List type is next: Example – 90 Day
Date Opened: Date list opened
Date Closed: Will have a check mark if closed with the close date.
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Click on the
printer to print a
list summary
report (see .NET
Users guide for
more info).

Select the
printer from the
drop-down &
click OK to print
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Signature/Owner

Having the owner
sign off here,
forces the list to
close with today’s
date (you can
override this),
and then asks if
you want to close
all the items in
the list.

The list detail also
contains the job
information, with
address and
primary and
secondary contact
information.
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5.0.2 Item (Work Order) Detail
Let’s look at a detailed work order, the components of the work order and related tabs. After
searching for the Job and once the List attached to the Job are displayed select the List to
view the Items in the List; double clicking the Item brings it to the screen to view.
The Area, Category, Sub Category & Staff allows you to choose from drop downs for area,
category, sub-category, staff and service requested.
This is the work order
detail, it has 9 tabs along
the top, you can navigate
to each tab by tapping
the on each tab to get to
the details.
Equipment Tab - NA

Send on Sync, will email
or fax the Item based on
the vendors preferred
method of contact.
Once sent the box is
unchecked. This updates
the action taken
on the work order and
moves the dashboard
status to sent.
The Customer Request statement that
is submitted by the owner in the
Job/Owner Portal is viewable by
clicking ‘Customer Request’

An Item can be
checkmarked Emergency

Send on Sync Rules:
1. You can have the system setup all new items to be checked for Send on Sync.
2. Once an item is synced its status is reset to not be sent out (unchecked) again unless
you check the box again.
3. Items created through quality control will be sent once the system is synced.
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5.0.3 Vendor Tab
This is the Item – Vendor tab, note, when adding an Item it will automatically select the
vendor, based on the jobs vendors (from job or community if applicable)

Selecting a vendor: To
select a vendor, or add a
vendor, enter in an initial or
starting initials of the vendor,
click find.
Scheduling a vendor: You
can schedule the vendor from
this tab, click on the check
control box in the vendor
scheduled tab, then choose a
date, start time and duration.
Determination: You can
make a determination on the
work, by clicking from the drop
down, i.e non-warranty, hold
for spring maintenance, etc.

5.0.4 Dates Tab
This is the Item – Dates tab, note, when adding an Item it forces you to select a progress.
Due Date: The due date will
automatically update based on
the category or communities
due date, or you can update
this manually.
Completed: Adding a
completed date will force the
system to change the progress
to “Work Completed” and the
status to “Closed”.
Type: You can change the
work order type by selecting a
title from the drop down. This
appears at the top of a work
order.
Status: Either “Open” or
“Closed”.
Progress: These correspond to
the 6 progresses from PLM.NET,
they are:







New/Submitted
In-Progress
Scheduled for review
Awaiting vendor to
schedule
Scheduled for repair
Work completed.
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5.0.5 Action Tab
Action Taken allows you to see the history of action taken from PLM.NET and also add and
update action taken.

Adding Action Taken:
To add action taken,
you can select from
your action taken
grouping and then from
the groupings drop
down selections or you
can just enter in the
text above and click add
it will automatically
stamp the date time,
and person entering in
the action taken.

5.0.6 Appointment Tab
Scheduled for review
Appointment: This
represents the scheduled
for review time of the
work order, including
time, duration, and by
whom. If the check box
is checked it indicates
that the work order is
scheduled for review.
You can schedule
appointments over
multiple days.
Note: If you click the
box, the system will
prompt you to update
the progress.
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5.0.7 Signature Tab:
Signature
Signature: This
represents that the
work order has been
signed off! It forces
a date in the date
area and updates
the progress to work
complete and status
of the work order to
closed. The date
complete becomes
the sign-off date.

5.0.8 Pics Tab:
Pictures:

Up to 6 photos or sketches can be uploaded/attached to each Item

To upload a new
picture select
Add.
Note that previous
pictures that have
been synced are
locked..

Click Remove to
erase a picture.
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5.0.9 Adding a new List
In order to add a new list you need to select the job you would like to add the list from. To do
this click on the jobs tab and search for the job as described previously.
Adding a new list:

Click on the lists tab,
you will see any
existing lists. Note a
check box in the left
hand column
indicates that the list
is closed.

Tap on Add: This will
bring up a dialog box,
similar to what you see
on the left. You can
add a new list by
tapping on add a list.

Add List or Item dialog
box displays.
You can add a new list by
tapping on add a list.
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The following screen will appear
New List Added:
Select the name of
the list that you
want to add from
this drop down,
Note that the list
defaults to today’s
date for the opened
date. Change this
to a different date
if you need to

Save and Add Item:
Note, that there are
no associated work
orders with this list,
click on Save and Add
Item to add the work
requests.

5.1.0 Adding a new Item
The system will create a new work order for you (auto-numbered based on your user setup)
with a blank data entry screen, the add new work order format is displayed as follows:
Required Fields:
Area, Category, Staff and
Service Requested
Data Entry:
All of the fields to the left
include drop down fields,
start at the top and
provide the area, then
category (the system will
automatically choose a
vendor if the Job or Project
has a PO by vendor). Once
the category is selected,
the system will pick the
associated, sub-categories,
and service requested for
that category. Multiple
services can be selected
from the drop-down and/or
you can type in your own
service request.
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5.1.1 Assigning or reassigning a Vendor

Type the first couple
letters of the Vendor,
select Find to see a
list to select from

Double click the
Vendor to have
it populate the
field
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5.1.2 Scheduling a Vendor & Item

Vendors can be
scheduled and a
Determination can be
selected.

NOTE: When
scheduling the Progress
update notification will
display, select Yes.
The Progress will
display on the Dates
tab.

Item Progresses: This defines the current progress of the work order these are system
variables (meaning they can be changed by the system administrator at your company) and
the defaults are as follows:
New/Submitted
In Progress
Scheduled for Review
Awaiting Vendor to Schedule
Scheduled for Repair
Work Completed
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Item Progress

5.1.3 Closing an Item (closing at the dates level)
When a work order is closed it will prompt you to update the status to “work complete”, and
close the item. If this is the last item on a list it will also close the list.

When the check
box for the
Completed date is
selected, a pop-up
will appear to
update the
progress.
The next pop-up
will update the
Status to Closed.
You can then
update the close
date if different
from today.
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A customer signature can be captured, simply click on the signature tab.

When the
signature is
captured it
appears here, click
the small X in the
bottom left hand
corner to erase
the signature.
Note that the date
of sign off and
completion date
are set to today’s
date.

The Item is now completed, dated, and closed.
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5.1.4 Closing a List (using a signature by owner)
You can now close a list with all the associated work orders, at the list level, simply click on
the list detail level, and select the signature tab to being signing off on the list.
Click on signature tab

The sign off picks up
today’s date as the
completion date.
Select OK
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Once OK is selected in the previous screen above a pop-up will appear asking if the
Items should be closed, select Yes.

The List and all
Items now
show a
Checkmark
indicating
Completed &
Closed

6.0.0 Walks (Quality Process)
The walk section of the system or “quality process” allows you to pre-define specific
tasks/activities/inspection points that you want to examine on a job using this check
list and check them off if they are completed, not applicable, or if a problem exists
(and one or many work orders are created). The walks templates are created on the
main system under set up, system set-up, quality process (or user defined
terminology) and then added to the job and scheduled on either the main PLM
application or the tab for walks. For more information on creating walks and
assigning them to jobs, see your PLM User Guide (Quality Control under system
setup).
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6.1.0 The Walks Process (Quality Process)
Definition of Walkthroughs:
Walkthroughs can be created and organized by the stage of construction, area, or
categories. The walks can be in-process construction quality walkthroughs that will
create Items as exceptions are found or created at the end of the walkthrough after
the walk is closed and completed.
Three Main Uses of Walks:
Quality Control - You can create a phased based walkthrough process that allows
you to examine each step of the construction process, from footings and foundation,
electrical rough, to final walkthrough and apply these to a job. At each phase of the
job you can inspect the job based on tasks identified in the Quality Control Template.
When exceptions are found a list and associated work orders are created and when
synced with the main system this creates new/submitted work that can be sent
automatically (using the send feature) to the responsible party for repair, etc. The
Quality control template becomes a permanent record on the job and shows
construction repairs and defects made during the construction process. Each work
order created gets placed on a list that shows the exceptions that you created in the
Quality control process.
Pre-close walkthroughs – You can create a area (area of the job) pre-close
walkthrough that allows you to walk a job with the owner/agent/seller and creates
work orders at the end of the walkthrough, creates a new list, and captures
signatures on the walkthrough from owner and supervisor. The Pre-close
walkthrough template becomes a permanent record on the job and shows
construction repairs and defects made during the construction process. Each work
order created gets places on a list that shows the exceptions that you created in the
Pre-close walkthrough process.
Inspections – You can create an inspection based walkthrough that is organized by
phase, area, or category (based on your preferences), that allows you to inspect a
job for specific task related events, and records the completion of the task with or
without exceptions. Exceptions create work requests. There work requests become
a permanent record under the job under lists.
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6.1.1 Adding a walk to the job
Pick Job
Walks
can
from
be assigned/added
list
& scheduled to the Job in NET or selected and performed instantaneously
on Mobile Manager.
First search for the Job, select Quality Process tab then Add button

Select the template walk from the drop-down then OK
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The job shown with walk scheduled.

Select Yes to perform
the Walk.

6.1.2 Quality Process button
The Quality Process button on the Dashboard contains all walks (regardless of scheduled or
not) that are Open or Closed. For Open if they are Pending or In Progress, scheduled
date/time & person assigned. Selecting from the Project or Template drop-down will allow
more specific searches.

Doubleclicking the
Address line
will take you
to the next
screen to
start
performing
the walk
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6.1.3 Performing a Scheduled Walk
Once you tap on the walk, it takes you to the walk menu, see below:

This is the Walk number
and also the list number
that gets created with
exceptions

Screen Details:
Type:
Deficiency Review
Scheduled:
Date, time and
duration
Opened:
Date opened
Completed:
Date completed, check
box if completed, with
date and time
Assigned To:
Staff walk is assigned
to
Status:
Pending, in-progress,
Closed
Number:
The Walk number

Click on next

This describes the stage, area or category that you wish to examine, below this layer you have the
associated, category, and task. Use the arrow buttons to move between stages or tap on the drop down
arrow to tap between the stages.

Screen Details:
At the top you have the
name of the quality control
walk and the address of the
job.
CK:
Tap here to indicate the
task has been checked
NA:
Indicates that the task is
not applicable
IS:
Indicates that an issue
exists and indicates in the
the number of issues, tap
on the box to add an issue
Category:
Represents the category or
definition of task you are
inspecting (if applicable)
Task:
What you are examining,
inspecting, etc. Tap on the
task to expand it to a large
box
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Screen Details:
Use the scroll bar to move
back and forth down tasks
that extend beyond the
bottom of the screen.
Task: Tap on the task to
expand it to a large box.
Allows you to add to a task
that was not previously
defined.
Review: Allows you to
review all existing
exceptions that you have
created.
Save: Saves the data and
returns to main menu.
Cancel:
Returns to the main menu

Task Highlighted, tap OK or
Cancel to minimize

6.1.4 Processing the walks
This section covers the actual performance of walkthroughs and checking off tasks
that are completed, not applicable or exceptions noted.

Tap on the
check box and
a check mark
appears.

Tap on the NA
box and a
check mark
appears.
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NOTE: To check off a complete area/stage/category as complete or N/A double click on CK
or NA. This assumes that the entire stage has been completed with a combination of
“Checked, Not Applicable, and Issues”.

The Area &
column
heading ‘CK
or NA’ will
display in
green..

6.1.5 Creating Items/Work orders

Tap on the
IS box to
create a
new Item
order
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Note: the area
is populated.
The category,
Sub Category
and Issue
(Service
Requested) can
now be
selected.

A blank work order
is created as issue #
1.

You can then Save and Add Another, add
Pictures (maximum 6 per Item), Save or
Cancel. When done adding Items select
Save to continue performing the Walk.

When done
adding Items
select Save to
continue
performing
the Walk.

Press Review
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6.1.6 Reviewing issues on the Walk
Review the issues. At the review screen you can double click on any issue noted
to review or modify (4 issues noted).

Tap on
complete to
complete
and convert
issues to
work orders

6.1.7 Completing a Walk
After you have reviewed a walk you have the option of completing it. This process
allows you to capture signatures (if you set the walk up as a pre-closing or owner
walk with signatures), and convert the issues into work orders.
Capturing Signatures
This is text that
tells the staff
what they are
signing. It is
created at the
walk template
level

Capture
Signature

Tap Next
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6.1.8 Sign-off Signatures and Text messages

Text to let
owner agent
know what they
are signing

Click Next
to continue

6.1.9 Printing a detailed Inspection or an Exception report
After completing the walkthrough a Print Detail or Print Exceptions Report can be done. The
following screen appears after you review your exceptions and capture signatures (if
appropriate).
The detail report prints everything out including your footers and a header, the exception
report only prints out issues/defects, etc.
If ‘Send Report’ is checkmarked the Owner will receive a pdf copy of the Detail Report.
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Once print is selected the printer can be selected from the drop-down

6.2.0 Convert issues to Items

Tap convert
issues to Items
to create a new
list with
associated work
orders.
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The following message will be displayed and you can complete the process by selecting “OK”

After selecting OK the screen returns to the Job
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6.3.0

Value Based Inspection

This Inspection allows the inspector to select a user defined value for a task and assign up to
‘6’ pictures and comments that are displayed on the report.
Find the Job and selecting the Template name as described previously, select Next.

Once you select Next on the previous screen to perform the inspection, it takes you
to the walk main information screen, see below:
Screen Details:
At the top you have
the name of the
inspection and the
address of the job.
VAL:
Tap here to indicate
the value of the
inspected area
NA:
Indicates that the
description is not
applicable
P:
Indicates where you
can capture pictures
of the described
area.
Description:
What you will be
inspecting,
evaluating,
examining, ect. You
can tap on the
description to
expand it to a large
box.
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Select VAL to
open so the
Value can be
selected from the
drop-down.

Different Types of Values can be selected depending on the set up in the NET database.
The inspection is performed in the same manner as previously described. When done select
Complete.

An Overall Value can be manually entered along with additional Comments concerning the
findings during this inspection. Select Next to capture signatures and Complete the inspection.
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6.4.0 Finding Vendors
Searching can be done by Name or ID on Begins With or Contains by entering characters into
the field being searched on.
Note: Vendor information is view only, in order to make changes to vendor detail or employee
information this is done in the PLM.NET application.

Example of Search

After selecting
Find on the
previous
screen the
results display

Tap twice
anywhere on
the vendor
information to
select.
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6.4.1 Vendor Detail
The vendor detail screen is displayed with the primary and secondary employee information on
the employee tab.

6.4.2 Vendor Employee Information
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6.5.0 Schedule
The schedule portion of the system synchronizes with the schedule on the NET application and
show review lists and items, general scheduled appointments, and vendor scheduled items.
You can also create new scheduled events on the mobile device. On the schedule you can go
directly to scheduled events, by clicking on perform, re-schedule events, or add new events.

Current
displayed
date

Double Click on
the event to see
details

Click add for a
new scheduled
event.

Click here
to change
dates
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6.5.1 Schedule with Multiple events
If multiple events are scheduled for the same day, the system takes you to a new screen that
will display the multiple scheduled events. Tap on any scheduled event to see the details or
perform the event.

Select the
scheduled event to
see the details
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6.5.2 Scheduled Events Details

Screen Details
This screen is a simple informational display to indicate the start date, time, and the end date,
time of the scheduled event. It indicates the subject as well as the details of the event. You
can reschedule the event, update the details or perform the event (go to the detail list, walk,
or work order).
Subject:
Type of schedule event, either vendor list item repair, list repair (all items on the list to be
repaired at the same time), list review, or item review.
Detail:
This presents the name of the vendor (or To Be Determined) as well as the service requested.
Job Detail:
This represents what address/location the work will be performed.
On the detail of each scheduled event you will see (if appropriate) a perform button, this
allows you to go to the detail event associated with the schedule (item, walk, list) and review
or perform the event.
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6.5.3 Add New Scheduled Event
Select Add
To add the new event, select date, time and duration, add a subject and then enter in your
detail notes.

6.6.0 Tasks
Tasks are simple task events that are not associated with a date or time, but have a status of
complete or incomplete. These are the same tasks that are available on the .NET application
and allow you to see tasks associated with your login record or user. These tasks are
synchronized with the main system. You can view complete, incomplete or all.
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Screen Details
This screen is a simple informational browser that displays complete, incomplete, or all tasks.
The check box indicates of the item is complete or incomplete.
Task:
Displays the task information
Due:
Represents the due date of the task.
Add:
Allows you to add a new task, see 6.7.2 Add new Task.
Close:
Allows you to close the current browser and return to the main menu.

6.6.1 Task Detail

Click here to
complete the
task.

Here you can enter in
the task, detail and
resolution. This is
free text and will
synchronize with the
main system, the
next time you
synchronize the data.

Click “Save” to save
your changes, or
cancel to accept and
return to the main
tasks menu.

6.6.2 Add new Task
After the user selects add from the main task browser, this screen allows the user to add a new task.
Screen Details
NOTE: All these field are ‘required fields’ that MUST be filled in. The exception is Resolution.
Due:
Enter in the due date for the task
Task:
Enter in the task description.
Detail:
Enter in the detailed information regarding the task.
Resolution:
You can enter in the resolution details associated with this task.
Click “Save” to save your changes, or cancel to accept and return to the main tasks menu.
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6.7.0 What is Synchronization
The synchronization module on the Mobile application allows you to synchronize between your
device and .NET application through a wireless connection (such as a wireless mobile card).
The Synchronization Process can take up to 30 minutes for your first setup, but subsequent
synchronization should take 30 seconds to several minutes (depending on the speed of your
connection and the size of your company’s database).
The synchronization module allows you to send your work, get your work or perform both
using the full sync. The system also allows you to rebuild the database if you need to install
and repair the database for any reason (see also section ?).
The following section provides you with more information on the synchronization setup, its use
and functionality.

6.7.1 Synchronization Main Screen
This screen displays the main “sync” screen for getting and retrieving work, as well as
displaying the current sync status.

Screen/Tab Details
Sync Tab:
SendMyWork – This button allows you to update the server with pending records that are
either changed, or new. The counter displays the total number of records that are changed or
new.
GetMyWork - This button allows you to get new work, and or rebuild the database. Note
this will clear all pending or new records unless you send my work first!
Full Sync - This performs a complete send and receiving of all work from the
server.
Setup Tab – See Section 6.8.2
Stats Tab – See Section 6.8.3
List Numbers tab – See Section 6.8.4
AutoSync Tab – See Section 6.8.5
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6.7.2 Synchronization Setup Screen
The Synchronization setup screen allows the system administrator to set up and configure the
system for synchronization with the .NET Application. New items that come to the user of the
handheld device show up under the new icon for more information see (Section 6.9 New
Work).

Screen/Tab Details
Setup Tab:
IP Address – This represents the IP address and the port of the server (PLM.Mobile
integration Server) that you connect to.
Note: This should have been set up previously, to test the connection press “Ping”
If the connection is successful you will receive the following message:

Sync Authorization - This represents the name of your company’s database and the system
administrator password for logging into the PLM.Mobile Integration Server.
Note: This should have been set up previously by during administration.
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6.7.3 Synchronization Stats
The Synchronization stats show the respective number of records that exist in the database,
that have been changed and or that are new. The regular user should access this system only
if they need to see if new information has been added or changed.

Screen/Tab Details
Stats Tab:
Table Name – This represents the name of the table and the respective number of records,
with information on what has changed, and what is new.
Note: Only certain tables allow PLM Mobile changes, all other tables show N/A in the Changed
and New columns.
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6.7.4 Synchronization List Numbers
The Synchronization stats show the respective number of records that exist in the database,
that have been changed and or that are new. The regular user should access this system only
if they need to see if new information has been added or changed.

Screen/Tab Details
List Numbers Tab:
Note: In order to differentiate the lists and work orders created on Mobile devices from lists
created in the office and by owners. Please note there is a prefix number and next List
number that will automatically be assigned.
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6.7.5 Synchronization AutoSync
You have the ability to setup the autosync mechanism so that it runs continuously while the
user is logged in. This allows the user to send and receive data without stopping any work
functions. The autosync functionality works in 30 minute (minimum) to 8 hour increments.
Note: You will need to click on the sync button from the dashboard to access the AutoSync
Tab.
You need to check
the enabled box

You need to select
how often you
would like the sync
to occur in the
background

This screen
displays if your
syncs were
successful or
unsuccessful.
Note: The
users should
check this log
periodically

This displays
whether the
AutoSync is
turned On/Off
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When AutoSync is turned
on and you select the Sync
button a pop-up message
will appear.

6.8.0 New Work
Each time you perform a sync (either GetMyWork, or a Full Sync, see section 6.8.1) you have
the potential of receiving new work, with lists, items, walks, tasks, or scheduled events are
assigned to you. The system automatically will display the scheduled events and tasks in the
respective Schedule and tasks section of the system please see sections 6.6 and 6.7
respectively. In the case of new lists, items, and walks, the system prompts you with this
information under the new tab of the main menu, see below:

These are the new lists
added, where the
logged in user is either
the staff or supervisor

These are the new
walks added, where
the logged in user is
either the staff or
supervisor
These are the new
items added, where
the logged in user is
either the staff or
supervisor
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It’s easy to go to your new lists just tap on the list number, item number or walk
information and you will be taken to the detailed information. Tap on lists from the
above New Tab

Tap on new lists to
see the detailed list.
Or, tap on the tab for
items or walks to go
to those detailed
items and walks.
This represents the
new list, where the
user is either the staff
or supervisor, it
include the list type,
date opened, and
item.

6.9.0 Logout and About
The about and logout button take you to the splash screen or exits the application.
6.9.1 About
The about screen takes you to the splash screen show below:

Screen Details
This screen is a simple informational
display showing relevant information
about the application.
Version: 3.27.0.17 Tablet
User: debra1 (user name)
ID: Physical number of user from
PLM.NET
Buttons:
Setup, takes you the setup section,
Done, takes you back to the main menu
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6.9.2 Setup
Before entering setup you need to enter in an administrative password – currently
set to “Password”
In this Setup area you can:
 Delete the current database and user
NOTE: This mobile device is licensed to this specific user. If this user leaves the
company ‘Delete Database’ can be used to ‘clear’ this mobile device and setup can be
done for a different user to use this device. See section 7.0.0 Deleting the Database.
For further assistance please contact Support or your assigned Trainer.
6.9.3 Logout
Tapping on Logout prompts a popup to ask:
Are you sure you want to Logout?

After you select ‘Yes’ it takes you back to the main splash screen where you can
Login, go to the About screen or Exit.
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7.0.0 Deleting the Database
To complete the process of deleting the database from a device double-click the PLM
Mobile icon you will then be presented with the program splash screen.
1. Click Setup
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2. To proceed you will need to enter in a password and the password is:
Password, select ok to proceed.

3. Select Delete Database, you will then receive a pop up that asks. Are you
sure? To complete the process you would now select Yes
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4. You will now receive a popup that states:
The Embedded Database has been deleted.

8.0.0 How to contact Service Software, LLC
Service Software, LLC
2100 S. Sangre de Cristo Road, Suite 110
Littleton, CO 80127
www.servicesoftwareinc.com
Toll Free:
FAX:

(800) 583-8474
(866) 413-0928

support@servicesoftwareinc.com

